LCSA SOCCER PICTURES SEPT 14-15, 2018
LCSA Soccer Parents,
We are excited about the opportunity to take pictures this Fall for LCSA. All pictures will be taken in the gym at Shady Shores
Elementary located at 300 Dobbs Rd. We are asking that NO SOCCER BALLS be brought into the gym. KKP will supply
all of the soccer balls used for pictures. Upon entering the gym, players need to be seated in the bleachers to help picture day
run smoothly and efficiently. Please assist us in keeping all of the athletes seated until their picture time. There will be several
posters around the gym showing the templates and pose choices. Please make your template choice before checking in at the
table. At the table, a KKP employee will assist you with any questions, take your payment, and mark your form as paid. Teams
will take their team picture first followed by their individual if purchasing. Please give your order form marked “paid” to your child
as they line up for the individual pictures. To ensure the highest quality pictures and for the safety of everyone, please do not
distract the players while getting their picture taken or take pictures with your phone or camera.
Below are the individual template choices and there will also be samples on hand Saturday. All of my prints are on a high quality
metallic paper that gives a unique look with vibrant colors. Please arrive 10-15 minutes before your picture time if you will be
filling out a form at the gym on picture day. Please be on time as a courtesy to your team and the other teams so we can
accommodate everyone as quickly as possible. Feel free to contact us via email if you have any questions at
kellykoelephotography@yahoo.com. Thank you for the opportunity to take your child’s pictures.
Thank you,
Kelly Koele
Kelly Koele Photography
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